Regional Weekend Celebration
Join us March 22nd + 23rd
>>TAMERA<<

voices of the Water
invitation for Peace

Friday

Honoring the being of water and exploring community-driven decentralized water regeneration as a way-out of drought and desertification.

4pm
Arrival with snacks & drinks

5pm
Exhibition: the being of water & life’s movement patterns

6pm
Sacred sounds - musical celebration of water

8pm
Documentary film premiere: Water is Love: Ripples of Regeneration (En. with Pt. subtitles)

9pm
World Café & panel, with activists & regeneration experts

10:30pm
Closing ceremony

Saturday

Standing in solidarity with communities around the world which develop nonviolent alternatives and refuse to be enemies.

3pm
Arrival with snacks & drinks

4:15pm
“Global Circle” A space of sharing, prayers & songs for peace

7pm
Live music with Anda Mula & livestreams of global partners, celebrating communities & places of healing